Abstract-Many organizations are aiming to move away from traditional batch processing ETL to real-time ETL (RT-ETL). This move is motivated by a need to analyze and take decisions on as fresh a data as possible. The RT-ETL engines operate on the abstraction of data flow executed on parallel architectures. For high throughput and low response times, there is a need for partitioning the data over the large number of nodes in the engine. In this paper, we consider the problem of partitioning realtime ETL flows and we propose a high level architecture for that.
I. INTRODUCTION
Businesses are increasingly demanding an ability to make decisions at any time and over any time scale, i.e., they are no longer patient for a traditional Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) process to load data once a day and wait for it to become available for analysis and decision making. One such example is the transportation networks in world's major cities such as London which collect data from its users. They want to use this data to make real time decisions on congestion, rerouting and so on, rather than wait a day, in which case the data is useful mostly for record keeping and auditing. In such a scenario, the use of real-time ETL (RT-ETL) becomes critical. An additional reason that enterprises tend to move towards RT-ETL is to reduce management and labor costs.
The main difference between RT-ETL and traditional, batch processing ETL is that an RT-ETL process is responsible for keeping the target data stores -e.g., data warehouse (DW) tables -as fresh as possible. In general, RT-ETL processes are executed more frequently, run in streaming fashion, and typically, involve smaller data volumes [15] . For the successful design and execution of RT-ETL processes, progress needs to be made at both the workflow design and execution levels.
The problem of ETL workflow design is an optimization problem [10] . It is already challenging in the traditional batch processing mode, but it becomes even more challenging in RT-ETL. For example we have to consider not only queries over stored data, but also queries over streaming data and hybrid queries that need to access both streaming and stored data. Therefore, the problem of workflow design for RT-ETL can be seen as a superset of the ETL workflow design problem.
The RT-ETL execution problem is a problem of autonomic management. Streaming data behaves much more erratically than persistent data does. Furthermore, we often do not know much about the properties of streaming data that can help us design an optimal execution strategy a-priori. The total costs of enterprise data warehouses are already large, and we need to design new strategies that automate the decision making as much as possible. This not only helps with reduction in costs but can lead to quicker reaction times as compared to a human operator -an ability that is useful especially with real time systems such as a RT-ETL.
To address the problem of design and execution of ETL workflows we have proposed a framework based on a set of quality metrics, which we collectively call QoX metrics [4] . Our QoX-driven design framework assists in designing workflows such that the various competing objectives, like performance, freshness, reliability, recoverability, fault-tolerance, maintainability, auditability, and scalability, can be optimised all together. This leads to a choice between a variety of tradeoffs [11] . An example tradeoff is between freshness and recoverability. For high speed data flows keeping the data fresh might mean that business requirements for certain values of MTTR (mean-time-to-recover) may not be satisfied, and we may use alternative means for ensuring fault-tolerance [12] . In this paper, we discuss a thread of our on-going work on using the QoX-driven approach to design and automatically tune ETL workflows to deal with QoX tradeoffs in real time.
Although, there are several challenges and problems that RT-ETL needs to tackle, here we only focus on issues related to partitioning RT-ETL flows, which is a key technique for improving performance and thus, latency, especially on high parallel systems [12] . In this context, several parameters need to be considered as flow throughput, memory requirements, response time, load of each partition and each operator within a partition, synchronization, and so on. Such issues drive the choice of a partitioning policy, which determines how the data are distributed across partitions, and of an appropriate placement of the partitioning points.
To address the partitioning problem we need to introduce two generic operators: first, a router operator to split the data into multiple flows and then, to merge back the data into one flow we need a merger operator. Existing techniques and tools are not specifically tailored to accommodate the needs of a real time environment as we discuss in Section II. In Section III, we discuss the characteristics of the real time case, present partitioning and merging policies, and propose a high level architecture for routing and merging operations that fits in the real time context. On the other hand, as far as we are aware, research efforts have not dealt so far with the partitioning problem in the ETL context. Past work has demonstrated results on applying partitioning in synergy with other quality objectives [11, 12] . These results show that by simply partitioning a flow (and for example by just increasing the degree of parallelism) we do not necessarily satisfy our requirements. Hence, efficiently partitioning a flow is a complex flow optimization problem and deserves special treatment. There exist efforts focusing on the optimization of ETL flows (without considering partitioning though) considering the conventional batch processing of ETL flows [10] . In the context of RT-ETL [15] , researchers have focused on optimizing specific parts of the flow [e.g., 9, 14] and on scheduling issues [e.g. , 7] . None of these approaches have studied partitioning in an adequate extent.
II. BACKGROUND
In the RT-ETL case, due to the streaming nature of the processing data, several of the techniques and assumptions made for the conventional batch-mode ETL cannot be used. In addition, the fact that we see partitioning as a means to optimize a data flow for a variety of quality objectives (QoX) adds a new perspective to the ETL optimization.
Partitioning in Streams. Distributed stream processing has been the focus of many recent research efforts, such as [3] for distributed Aurora, [2] for Borealis, and so on. Many aspects of the parallel processing stream engine have been tackled, such as pipelined and partition parallel execution. However, RT-ETL processing differs from stream processing in the following aspects: (a) the processing time variance for RT-ETL is much larger than for stream processing; (b) popular stream processing approaches like load shedding [13] and approximation are not generally acceptable in RT-ETL design; and (c) RT-ETL workflows involve complex data analytics and face various quality requirements and resource constraints. Because of these differences, partitioning for RT-ETL involves additional choices. For example, beyond the quality aware scheduling and load balancing, RT-ETL also need to handle QoX aware adaptive partitioning, data flow migration and other end-to-end optimizations at running time.
Moreover, most of the partitioning techniques deployed by the state-of-the-art stream engines are operation specific. For example, in [8] the authors proposed special approaches for pipelined and partition stream join. Such approaches are not directly applicable and useful for RT-ETL, which may include operations like joins between very fast and also very slow streams or joins between streams and historical data, and so on. Also, these works concern parallelization of single operators and are not aware of end-to-end quality requirements and global constraints.
Partitioning in DBMSs and Workflows. There are many works for parallel processing in relational DBMS and they have performance as their main concern [e.g., 5, 6] . Their main difference compared to our work is that ETL processes contain operators that are not typically handled by the optimizer of relational DBMS (e.g., a plethora of functions, userdefined functions or calls to external dlls that would be treated as black boxes by relational database systems). In addition, we consider processing of both persistent and non-persistent data at run time and our focus is dynamic and adaptive partitioning at query time and such partitioning must be QoX aware. Thus, existing techniques are not directly applicable to our context. Similar differences exist when we compare RT-ETL with shared-nothing massive parallel processing (MPP) techniques and the recently proposed HadoopDB [1] . However, the latter does share with RT-ETL some similar qualities beyond performance, such as scalability, fault tolerance, and flexibility. Hence, we are interested in adapting some functionality of HadoopDB in the near future.
Partitioning has been considered for workflows in general. Related work on this topic has focused on different aspects like concurrency; e.g., how to assign resources to nodes. As far as we are aware of, partitioning of workflows as a method for optimizing for various qualities has not been considered.
III. QOX-DRIVEN APPROACH TO PARTITIONING

A. Preliminaries
Assume an ETL flow F containing K operators. Such operators span a large variety of schema and cleansing transformations, filters, functions (e.g., string manipulation and date functions, user-defined functions, calls to external dll's), sorters, aggregators, (un-)pivot, and so on. These operators may be either blocking or pipeline operators. Parallelizing F involves pipelining and partitioning parallelization. Elsewhere, we have discussed how to group together pipeline operators for enabling large pipeline chains and boost pipeline parallelization [12] . Here, we focus on partitioning parallelism.
To enable partitioning of a flow F, we first need a router operator R(P,N) that splits the flow in N partitions 1 (or branches) using a partitioning policy P. To merge back the partitions into one flow, we need a merger operator M(P΄) that merges the incoming partitions using the merging policy P΄. Fig. 1 shows the usage of router and merger operators in an example flow F involving N partitions.
For ensuring correctness, we need to guarantee that the semantics of the flow F are retained after partitioning. This means that whatever semantics the flow F has before the routing takes place, these should be preserved after the merging. For achieving that, the merging policy P΄ needs to take into account the partitioning policy P.
Formally, we denote as pre Φ (F) and post Φ (F) the pre-and post-conditions, respectively, of the flow F over a set of semantics Φ. Then, we say that the partitioning is correct iff:
Note that it is not always necessary to ensure correctness as described by the equality 1. There are cases where we might not be interested in preserving the flow semantics. Typically, restricting partitioning to respect the equality 1 forces us to use a more expensive merging policy P΄. Example semantics of a flow F may determine a certain order for the data processed by F. If we do care about preserving this order after the merging, then equality 1 should hold and the merge costs; otherwise, we may choose a cheaper merging policy.
B. Partitioning and Merging Policies
Various partitioning policies are widely supported by commercial ETL tools. We do not restrain ourselves to any particular partitioning method. Our approach is generic and uses such methods as variants. Example policies include round robin (RR), hash (HS), range (RG), random, modulus, same (existing partitioning remains unchanged), copy (send all rows to all partitions), and so on [15] . We complement these policies by considering a novel partitioning policy termed QoX-based (QB). The need for such policy is based on the frequent demand of ETL consultants and practitioners for having a means to represent business requirements in all phases of ETL design and in doing so, such requirements will not be missed somewhere in the design. Hence, the designers will be able to satisfy such requirements to a greater extent.
QB partitions data according to QoX parameters. For example, if we know that a certain view/table/report has greater priority than others based on service level agreements (SLAs), then, QB will prioritize data populating such objects. An example criterion for QB is the data origin. Having stored provenance information for views/tables/reports, we may know their respective sources. Hence, data coming from certain sources should be favored against data stemming from other sources. Of course, QB may handle more complex cases as well. For example, it can discriminate rows coming from the same source according to some other criteria; e.g., using a filter or a more complex operation.
Each partition policy has several characteristics that help us decide upon its use. For example, RR is a fair policy that distributes data equally among partitions. When we use RR, each operator i belonging to a partition F j has on average the same processing cost c i in all partitions (assuming a uniform over time data distribution). (A discussion about a relevant cost model can be found in [12] .) In fact, c i 's may vary since they depend on the availability of resources assigned for the execution of operator i (each partition may have different workload or different resources may be assigned to it) and on the actual selectivity of i too (due to skew in data distribution). Hence, RR does not leave room for much optimization as for example other policies like HB do. In HB (similarly, in QB too) we expect different data volumes in each partition determined by the hash function used. Thus, we have significantly different c i 's. One can go further and create partitions containing different set of operators i, since the properties of the hash function gives us some knowledge on the data processed by each partition. This enables various optimization opportunities.
In addition, the flow semantics Φ may drive our decision to a partitioning policy. If we need to preserve the schema of data, then we need to consider one of the abovementioned policies for horizontal partitioning (assuming of course that the operators contained in F will do the same). If preserving the schema is not as important as boosting performance, we may need to consider vertical partitioning. Then, we can focus on a subset of the columns that each tuple has, process only that information (possibly along with horizontal partitioning too) and at some point (e.g., at the merging) we can reconstruct the original schema. In doing so, we get a number of advantages as for example using the same amount of memory for processing additional number of tuples. Saving memory is of great importance in real-time environments.
When the data process finishes, we need to merge back the partitioned data. For doing so, we use a merging policy (a.k.a. data collecting policy). Typical merging policies include round robin, sequential (or ordered; reads all rows from first partition, then continues with the second and so on), sort merge (produces a globally sorted sequential stream from within partition sorted rows; typically, it picks the partition that produces the row with the smallest key value), and so on. As with the partitioning policies, each merging policy has its own characteristics. Choices of merging policy are not arbitrary. According to the flow semantics and the partitioning policy used, we choose an appropriate merging policy. For example, if preserving the original order is required, then sort merge policy (or a similar one) should be preferred despite its substantial processing cost.
Automating the design of RT-ETL flows and taking under consideration the abovementioned techniques is one thread of our on-going work. In the rest, due to space consideration, we focus on horizontal partitioning and briefly present the complexity of the problem and one way to deal with it.
C. Generic Architecture for Partitioning
In general, the case when we need to guarantee that the semantics Φ of F are kept intact after we partition a RT-ETL flow F, is more challenging. Without loss of generality, let's assume that Φ stipulates preserving the order of tuples in F. For preserving the order there are a few challenges:
• We need to know the original order of tuples or to be able to reproduce it.
• We need to merge using a policy P΄ that takes into account the partitioning policy P.
• We need to do so for varying stream rates (i.e., we need to keep up with the speed/rate of incoming tuples). Dealing with the first challenge depends on the partitioning policy P. If we use a policy without memory as the roundrobin, then we need to enrich data with additional information, which would assist us reconstructing the dataset after the merging. Such information could be an appropriate timestamp that can be added before we split the data. Of course, depending on the application, we may use an existing (unique) key as well for the same purpose; however, in this case, the data should be sorted on that key. Fig. 2(a) shows a generic architecture for a router operator R(P,N). Essentially, R is a composite operator comprising a function add_time that adds a new attribute value (e.g., a timestamp as 'currval') to each tuple and a fork operation that sends data to N destinations using the partitioning policy P. Observe that both operations enable pipelining.
For ensuring the second challenge, when we merge back tuples from different partitions, we need to use an appropriate merging policy P΄ that considers P.
If we use round-robin as P, then ideally, we could synchronize the merging and use round-robin again for producing the same order. However, in reality this is not always feasible for various reasons. First, achieving perfect synchronization and expecting that all tuples will arrive at the merging point in the same order as they left from the fork is rather rare. Delays may occur in each partition due to several unpredictable reasons (e.g., system utilization or network problems) or even due to the different processing time each tuple may need. Assume for example a cleaning task i that has to check and clean problematic values in two tuples t 1 and t 2 running in two different partitions; if tuple t 1 is already cleansed and tuple t 2 needs to be cleansed, then clearly t 2 will face a greater delay than t 1 . Another reason, for which a round robin merging technique cannot guarantee the order, is that a flow F may contain operations (e.g., filters) that project out tuples. Therefore, since the cardinality in each partition may change, we cannot reproduce the same order by simply using a synchronized round-robin merging technique. We face similar problems when we choose other partitioning policies.
For all these reasons, merging is not trivial and to deal with it, we need a feedback based partitioning technique. In general, we cannot simply decide what to do with a certain tuple the moment it arrives at the merging point. We need to keep it on hold until the merger M is ready to extract it. Hence, we need to accompany M with a buffer mechanism for temporarily holding the incoming tuples. This feature is abstractly presented in Fig. 2(b) , where each partition j ends at a buffer b j . Depending on the merging policy used, the merger may work either as a blocking or a pipeline operator. Clearly, varying buffer sizes may reduce in some cases its blocking nature.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that the router acts as a pipeline operator and thus, may handle much larger data volumes than the merger. Therefore, to keep up with the stream rate, which is the third challenge, merger becomes the bottleneck. (We may have blocking operators in the partitions, but we do not focus on that at this point.) Thus, for increasing merger's throughput, we exploit again the merger buffers. If all partitions have the same processing rate (throughput), then all buffers should be of equal size. However, if each partition has different throughput (which typically happens for the reasons we explained), then we need to allocate different memory size for each buffer. For a specific stream rate, this can be done offline. But in general, we need to dynamically tune buffer sizes to keep up with a continuously changing stream rate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed a thread of our on-going work at HP Labs for enabling QoX-driven optimization of RT-ETL workflows. Modern business needs advocate for a move towards real-time environments. In doing so, we need to take into account not only performance, but other quality objectives as well. Having difficulties to represent SLAs at all design phases is a common problem in practice. Our QoX-driven approach to ETL optimization tackles this problem.
In particular, this paper has focused on partitioning RT-ETL workflows, which we believe is a key technique to reduce latency in decision making. In our work, we treat partitioning and merging policies as variants, and we complement them by adding a QoX-driven partitioning policy. This assists our task of automating the representation and satisfaction of SLAs at lower design levels and not only at the business level. Choosing appropriate partitioning techniques is a task performed by our QoX-driven optimizer, which is under development and we continuously add features to it. Currently, it supports optimization of ETL workflows for performance, freshness, recoverability, and fault-tolerance by considering various techniques, partitioning included. Preliminary results have been already published elsewhere [e.g., 11, 12] . We are looking forward to having a fruitful discussion and getting feedback from the research community.
